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FINISHSCORE

For each quadratic function choose the vertex of the parabola.

1. f (x) = −2x2 + 6x − 72
[32 ; 1] [

−1; 32
] [1; 32

] [
−32 ; 1]

2. f (x) = x22 + x + 2
3. f (x) = 43x2 + 4x + 4
4. f (x) = −x22 + x + 1
5. f (x) = 4x2 − 12x + 10
6. f (x) = −4x2 − 12x − 8



Amazing! Incredible!Good job, buddy!You are an Einstein!You outdid yourself today!Wow! Do your friends by any chance call you
Wolfram or maybe Alpha?
Great! Only millimetres

away from perfect.
A little harder and you would kill it. Try it again.That’s like when you end up second in a

competition when you could have won it.
Great. Next time you won’t make any mistakesThat was close! Next time you will

shine like a star.
It is not bad, but it could be better.Try again, practice makes perfect!You can do better! You have to work harder!It’s not bad, but you can do better!Everyone can make a mistake. What’s important is
to learn from it and don’t give up.

Hey, it could be worse, right?You got it. Don’t throw in the sponge!You made it,
but there’s still room for improvement.

You may not be a future Fields Medal laureate,
but you can do better on this test.

That didn’t end up very well.
You should study more.

This is like a foreign movie to you;
you still need subtitles.
Your math knowledge

is just like the square root of −1.
Let’s pretend it never happened.Next time don’t multiply your knowledge by zero.For this test - the goose is in the oven!

Try another test.

Correct answers:




